At America’s Escape Game, it goes to say that we take the health and safety of our guests very seriously. In response to COVID-19, we will now be holding private escape room experiences only with a focus on keeping our escape artists and guests safe and healthy. Please contact us for our updated game availability.

We want you to feel comfortable and confident when joining us, so we have reinforced our existing sanitation procedures throughout our sites and implemented new precautions to make our immersive experiences cleaner. Some of these new measures are:

- Staff education on preventative measures including diligent implementation of our existing hand washing policy for all members.
- Ensuring that all team members are healthy and re-emphasizing our policy that no sick employees should ever come to work.
- Continued deep cleaning and sanitation of all locks, props and materials before and after each game.
- Increased cleaning and disinfecting of all surfaces in-between visits and games from all check in stations, e-waiver stations, escape room surfaces, restrooms, lockers, tables, chairs, counters and doors.

In addition to our efforts, we need your support as well! If you should suspect that you or someone in your party is ill, please limit the risk by calling our location to reschedule at a later time. We have implemented fair policies that will allow you to have flexibility should you need to reschedule your game.

We will be offering a savings of 25% OFF bookings by using promo code SAVE25. We encourage you to take this time with your family and friends to create positive memories and increase cognitive thinking while practicing proper hygiene techniques and recommended social distance.

We continue to follow the guidance from the CDC and the WHO and keep you updated every step of the way. America’s Escape Game was founded in April of 2015. Our flagship store is located on International Drive, in the heart of Orlando, Florida, the number one attraction destination in the world. AEG has quickly become the leader in high quality immersive escape games and is now the fastest growing escape game franchise in the USA and we are committed to offering you a clean and healthy environment every time you visit.

Thank you for supporting us!

ALEX REECE
CEO OF AMERICA’S ESCAPE GAME